SYMPOSIA LECTURES

A1 : Proteins : Structure and Dynamics

$1
Structural Fluctuations and Conformational Changes in Proteins
F. Parak t, A. Ostermann l, and G.U. Nienhaus 2
lPhysik-DepartmentEl7, TechnischeUniversitfitMiinchen,James-Franck-Strage,D-85748 Garching
2 Abteilung Biophysik,Universita'tUlm, Albert-Einstein-Allee11, D-89069 Ulm
Enzymes and proteins that transport small molecules normally exist in two conformations: the
ligated and the unligated. Structural fluctuations within one conformation are the necessary
precursor for conformational changes which often occur via intermediate states formed during
the transition. Equilibrium fluctuations, conformational changes and intermediate states have
been investigated by M0ssbauer and optical spectroscopy and X-ray structure analysis. In the
myoglobin mutant (L29W) a path exists where the recombination after photodissociation of CO
is very slow. Therefore it ws possible to perform a X-ray structure analysis under illumination.
In the "low temperture re~gime", where structual fluctuations are absent, positions of the flashed
off CO have been determined. In the "physiological" regime above 180K, where structural
fluctuations have been proved by M6ssbauer spectroscopy, the CO can leave the heme pocket
and conformational chan~es are seen in the whole molecule.

S2
Hydrogen, Hydration and Function of Proteins
Nobuo Niimura
Advanced Science Research Center, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun
Ibaraki-ken, 319-1195, Japan
Neutron diffraction data from tetragonal hen egg-white iysozyme (HEWL) were analyzed and the position of 960
hydrogen atoms in the protein and 251 bound water molecules were identified. Several results of the
identification of hydrogen atoms, catalytic site of lysozyme, hydration and hydrogen bonds in the secondary
structure of HEWL were exemplified.
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A2 : Proteins : Folding and Stability

I;3
Kinetics and Mechanisms in Protein Folding
William A. Eaton, Stephen J. Hagen, Eric R. Henry, James Hofrichter, Gouri Jas, Lisa Lapidus, and Victor Mufioz
Laboratory of Chemical Physics, NIDDK, National Institutes of Health, Bethesdm MD 20892-0520, USA
To understand how proteins fold it is essential to know the time scales and mechanism for several elementary
processes. These include the formation of secondary structure (alpha helices and beta sheets), loops, and longrange contacts, as well as global collapse of the unfolded polypeptide chain. We are using nanosecond optical
methods for both triggering and observation to investigate these processes. We interpret the results with the aid of
statistical mechanical models. One of the surprises from this work is that a very simple model, originally
designed to explain the equilibrium and kinetic data on secondary structure formation in isolated peptides, is
successful in calculating the rates of protein folding from their threeMimensional structure.

$4
Thiol protein oxidoreductases function as both enzymes and molecular chaperones
Chih-chen Wang
National Lab of Biomacromolecules, Institute of Biophysics, Academia Sinica
15 Datun Rd., Beijing 100101, China. Fax: 86-10-64872026, Email: chihwang@sun5.ibp.ac.cn
The formation of native disulfide bonds of nascent peptides is catalyzed by protein disulfide isomerase (PDI) in
endoplasmic reticulum for eukaryotic cells and by Dsb family proteins in periplasm for prokaryotic cells. The folding
of a peptide chain and the formation of its native disulfide(s) are two processes intimately connected working in
conjunction. PDI and the two members of Dsb family, DsbA and DsbC, have been characterized to have intrinsic
chaperone activity independent of their oxidoreductase activity as shown by their ability to promote in vitro
reactivation and suppress aggregation during refolding of denatured proteins containing no disulfide. The -CXYCactive site(s) of the enzyme is not necessary for its chaperone activity, and a peptide-binding site is responsible for
the chaperone activity. The foldase activity is composed of oxidoreductase and chaperone activities. Those foldases,
like some small chaperones, recognize and bind transiently with non-native structure of folding intermediates of
nascent peptides or denatured proteins during folding through their peptide binding sites, and in this ATPindependent way prevent incorrect interactions leading to aggregation of their substrates. The transient association of
foldases with substrate promotes their correct folding to native-like conformation so as to bring the corresponding
thiols into proximity, to be joined to form disulfide bonds. It is suggested that addition ofa peptide binding domain or
subunit to enzyme molecules during evolution improves efficiency of the enzymes involved in protein folding.

S5
Multi-state kinetics of protein folding and unfolding
Abani Bhuyan and Jayant Udgaonkar
National Centre for Biological Sciences. UAS-GKVK Campus, Bangalore 560 065
The kinetics of the slow folding and unfolding reactions of barstar have been studied by the use of tryptophan
fluorescence, far-UV and near-UV circular dichroism, and transient mixing IH nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopic measurements. The denaturant dependences of the rates of folding and unfolding processes, and of
the initial and final values of signals associated with these kinetic processes have been determined for each of the
four probes of measurement. Values determined for rates as well as amplitudes are shown to be very much probe
dependent. Analyses of the data and comparison of the results obtained with different probes of measurement
appear to indicate that many intermediates might be accumulating on parallel folding and unfolding pathways.
Intermediates accumulate and are therefore detectable because the slow proline isomeriTation reaction serves as a
kinetic trap during folding.

,6,3 : Proteins : Design and Ligand Binding

56
IS THE SELECTIVITY OF LIGAND BINDING DEPENDING ON THE DYNAMICS OF PROTEIN

STRUCTURES ?
Heinz ROterjans,

Institute of Biophysical Chemistry, Universityof Frankfurt, Marie-Curie-Str. 9, D-60439 Frankfurt~Main, Germany
Proteins which bind hydrophobic compounds like fatty acids or steroids have a pronounced specificity for these ligands
the more their solution structures are rigid. Those proteins which are flexible, in particular in the binding site, may form
complexes with quite a variety of different ligands. Solution structures and their dynamics derived from relaxation
times will be presented for monomeric fatty acid binding proteins for dimeric uteroglobin. Backbone and side chain
dynamics will be described using ~NH, '3Cot, t3C' and ~3CI3relaxation experiments. Fatty acid binding protein (FABP)
from bovine heart is relatively rigid and binds only fatty acids in a bent conformation. The ileal FABP is rather flexible
and binds fatty acids or bile acids. Uteroglobin binds fatty acids of different chain length. Due to their pagticular
functional role these proteins transport either one molecule very specifically or structurally different hydrophobic
molecules in a more unspecific manner.

$7
Rotational and Combinatorial Approaches to Protein Design
Derek N Woolfson, MD Finucane, Jl-I Lees, MJ Pandya, G Spooner & M Tuna.

(.'entrefor Biomolecular Design and Drug Development, L:niversityof Sussex, BNI 9QG, UK
Successful rational protein design requires clear and reliable rules that link protein sequence and
structure. Such rules are available for the o~-helical coiled coils. In the first part of my t a l l I will describe how
we have used these rules to design two s y n t l ~ c peptides thai, when mixed, serf-assemble to form extended
protein fibres. The d ~ g n was contirm~ by a combination of circular dichroism spectroscopy and electron
macroscopy, This work provides insight into fibrillogenesis processes in gcneral.
In the absence of good rules for the targeted protein-folding motif altenmtive strategies must be used
in design. A number of other groups have developed computer algorithms to test many sequences on a given
framework prior to tes'*ing a small number of designs experimentally. In the second part of my t a l l I will
descnqae an experimental coumerpmt of this approach We have combined phage display and proteolysis to
select stably folded proteins from a library of mutants of ubiquitm In this particular case, we retrieved proteins
with a consensus sequence thaX closely resembled wild-type ubiquitin, which is also highly conserved in
nature, The tmpficahons of this result will be discussed,
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B1 : Nucleic Acids : DNA Structure and Dynamics

$8
Sequence-dependent Deformation of Double Helical DNA
Wilma K. Olson.
Rutgers University, Piscataway, NJ 08854-8087, USA

The deformability of double helical DNA is critical for its packaging in the cell, its recognition by other
molecules, and its transient opening during biochemically important processes. A complete set of sequencedependent empirical energy functions suitable for describing such behavior has been extracted from the fluctuations
and correlations of structural parameters in free and ligand-bound DNA crystal complexes. These elastic functions
provide useful stereochemical measures of the local base step movements operative in sequence-specific recognition
and protein-induced deformations. The knowledge-based energies also offer realistic 3-D models for the study of
long DNA polymers at the global level, incorporating structural features beyond the scope of conventional elastic rod
treatments and adding a new dimension to literal analyses of genomic sequences.

$9
Structure, dynamics and biological implications of triple stranded DNA
K. V. R. Chary
Departmentof ChemicalSciences,Tam Instituteof FundamentalResearch,Mumbai400 005, INDIA
We have carried out NMR studies on two novel triplexes formed when homopurine (R)
and homopyrimidine (30 oligomers are mixed in 1:1 molar ratio. This study provided an
insight of the interactions stabilizing two mismatched base triplets, C+.G-T and T.A+-C.
Further, it led to the first structural characterization of pyrimidine strands simultaneously
participating in Watson-Crick and Hoogsteen base pairing in a Y.R:Y triplex. This study
also threw light upon the structural feasibility of C+.G:C base triples at neutral pH. In
addition, we studied the effect of T.A:T and G.G:C foldback triplexes on the dynamics of
polymerase mediated DNA slippage, in-vitro. This study for the first time demonstrated
that, such a slippage at the 3~-end(proximal) of T or G strand is hampered by the foldback
triplex structures at the 5~-end(distal). It is proposed that the migration of putative
intermediate, namely a hairpin loop, is prevented through T.A:T or G.G:C structures.
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B2 : Nucleic Acids : Ribozymes and RNA Structures

$10
RNA tectonics: the assembly of catalytic RNAs from modular units
E. Westhof
IBMC-CNRS, 15 rue R. Descartes, F-67084 Strasbourg, France

The modelling of the three-dimensional architecture of the core of group I introns emphasized the hierarchical
folding of ribozymes. The pairings of the secondary structure join first proximate regions in sequence, followed
by end-to-end stacking of contiguous helices. Those preformed helical domains associate into bundles of helices
to constitute the compact tertiary structure maintained via interactions between tertiary architectural motifs.
Based on comparative sequence analysis, modelling of four complete self-splicing group I introns belonging to
four subgroups and of one example of each of the two main structural types of bacterial RNaseP illustrate the
widespread use of only two types of long-range RNA-RNA anchors between peripheral domains : GNRAhelix/receptor and loop-loop interactions. The maintenance and assembly of the sub-domains is performed by the
recurrent and systematic use of those two anchoring motifs, which allow the non-homologous peripheral elements
to promote different and mutually exclusive long-range contact with identical functional purposes: the
stabilization of the helical stems building the catalytic core or the correct positioning of the helical substrate.
Recurrent motifs occur also in smaller ribozymes like the hammerhead, the hairpin or the hepatitis delta virus
ribozyme, as well as in ribosomal RNAs.

Sll
Crystal structure of a ribosomal RNA domain essential for binding elongation factors
I.G. Wool and C.C. Correll,
Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, The University of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637 USA
The conserved sarcin/ricin domain of 23S - 28S ribosomal RNA is essential for protein synthesis because it
participates in the binding of elongation factors. We determined a crystal structure of an RNA of 27 nucleotides
that mimics the domain of Escherichia coil 23S rRNA at 1.11 A resolution. The rRNA folds into a hairpin
distorted by rton-Watson-Crick base pairs that form two motifs, a GAGA tetraloop and a G-bulged cross-strand A
stack. A stem of Watson-Crick base pairs closes the hairpin. This is the first structure to reveal in great detail the
geometry and the hydration of these two RNA motifs that occur often in ribosomal and catalytic RNA.
Differences in the region connecting these motifs to the stem in the E. coli and in the rat sarcin/ricin domain
structures are observed and may contribute to the species-specific binding of elongation factors. Correlation of
nucleotide protection data with the structure indicates that the domain has two surfaces. One surface is accessible,
lies primarily in the major groove, and is likely to bind the elongation factors and toxins sarcin and ricin. The
second surface lies primarily in the minor groove, and is likely to be buried in the ribosome. This minor groove
presents two novel water-mediated base pairs.

S12
A SIZABLE UNIVERSAL RNA PSEUDOKNOT IS IN THE RIBOSOMAL
PEPTIDYL TRANSFERASE CENTER ?
V.I. Ivanov, S.A. Bondarenko, E.M. Zdobnov, A.D. Beniaminov, E.E. Minyat, N.B. Ulyanov
Engelhardt Institute of Molecular Biology, R A S, 117984 Moscow, RUSSIA
RNA secondary structure is not confined to hairpin and can form pseudoknot and topologically equivalent, though
geometrically different, slipped-loop structure, SLS. The 3D model for this novel RNA fold was recently built by us
[1]. Using a computer program to search for RNA-SLS or pseudoknot in the natural sequences, we discovered a
universal site, potentially able to fold to a pseudoknot (or SLS) in the peptidyl transferase center (PTC), among
almost all known large ribosomal RNAs of different kingdoms. We called this 48nt-structure PTP (Peptidyl
Transferase Pseudoknot). The peculiarities of PTP sequences in prokariota, eukaryota, archaebacteria, chloroplasts
and mitochondria will be discussed. It is of interest the existence in a hairpin of PTC the base pairs conflicting with
the PTP formation. We suppose that the reversible knotting PTP is directly involved into the translocation stage.
A remarkable feature of similarity between ribosome and telomerase was revealed.
[I] Farutin, V.A., Gorin, A.A., Zdobnov, E.M. and Ivanov, V.I. (1997)s
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B3 : Nucleic Acids : Nucleic Acid - Protein Interactions

S13
STRUCTURE AND MECHANISM OF PCRA DNA HELICASE
Dale B. Wigley, Sir William Dunn School of Pathology, University of Oxford, South Parks
Rd, Oxford OX1 3RE, U.K.
Helidases are enzymes that unwind nucleic acid duplexes. They are involved in processes such as replication,
repair and recombination of DNA, as well as transcription and translation. Consequently, cells encode many
isozymes, for example at least 12 DNA helicases have been identified in Escherichia coli. Mechanistically, there
are two classes of helicases: those that require a 3' flanking strand of single-stranded DNA and those that require a
5' flanking strand (known as 3'-5' helicases and 5'-3' helicases, respectively). Thea'e are 5 superfamilies of
helicase based on sequence homology. Most 3'-5' helicases are members of superfamilies I and II, which have
similar sets of seven conserved motifs. In order to begin to understand how helicases work, we have solved the
crystal structure of PcrA, a 3'-5' helicase from Bacillus stearothermophilus. The enzyme comprises two large
domains with a large cleft between them. The ATP-binding site is situated at the base of this cleft and is lined
with residues from the conserved motifs. More recent structures of complexes of PcrA complexed with DNA
substrates, when combined with biochemical experiments, favour an "inchworm" mechanism rather than the
more widely publicised "active-rolling" model.

S14
Protein sliding along DNA: its importance in biology and chemistry
Nobuo Shimamotol., Takashi Kinebuchi l, Himyuki Kabata I~, Osamu KuIDsawa 2"3,and Masao Washizu2.
] StnLeOnalBiology Center, National htstitute of Genetics, Japan;
2Factllty of Engineering, Kyoto University, Kyoto; SAdvance Co. Tokyo
The sliding movement of DNA binding proteins along DNA has been finally proved by visualizing the
sliding movements of indivi~!al molecules of E. coli RNA polymerase and P. pu~da CamR repressor. We next
identified its biological sjpnificance. The both proteins slide upon association to their specific sites and thus
association is accerelated. Upon dissociation from there RNA polymerase mostly slides to accerelate dissociation
but CamR not. Such a protein like CamR, therefore, should have highe~ affinity for a specific site on a longer
DNA, and in fact CamR showed the ieagth effect of more than 13 folcL This stobiliz~(m of specific complexes
will be general and predicts a new mechanism of gene regulation. As the first proof of our prediction, we identified
the canse of discrepancy between the retx)rted weak atfinity of TrpR for trpO in vitro and its poor copy number in
a cell. TrpR turned out to have the length effect of 10,000 fold, and its affinity in a cell is expected to be high
enough to harmonize with the poor copy number ff it slides hundreds of base pairs in ~vo. A sliding block
hampered the large length effect.
The new mechanism opens up possibilities of various cross-talks of regulatory systems and of the tree action
at a dislance. It also demes the conventional supposition on non-specific complexes, and suggests a distinct space
around DNA where a protein has different conformation from that in Imlk [Cf. M.~;,wiew in JBC 274 (1999)]
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C1 : Membranes : Structure, Dynamics and Functions

S15
MEMBRANE PARTICIPATION IN IgE RECEPTOR SIGNALING
Barbara BajrO and David Holowka
Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853-1301
The receptor for IgE (Fcf.RI), a member of the multisubunit immune recognition receptor (MIRR) family, initiates
signal transduction after these cell surface receptors are crosslinked by an external antigen. The process involves
phosphorylation of clustered IgE-FceRI by the protein tyrosine kinase Lyn after coupling within specialized domains
of the plasma membrane that are characterized by high cholesterol and phospholipids with saturated acyl chains.
Thus signal initiation depends on membrane structure and selective protein-lipid interactions to facilitate functional
coupling between proteins. Ongoing biophysical analyses of these domains on intact cells and after their isolation
provide a more detailed view of their structure and dynamics. In particular, quantitative fluorescence microscopy
reveals redistribution of the membrane domain components with the clustered receptors on cells, and lateral
mobilities of GFP-labeled components in the inner leaflet that are that are in and out of the domains are
distinguished. The coupling that occurs between Fcf.RI and membrane domain components is found to be
dynamically regulated by the actin cytoskeleton which thereby regulates receptor signaling.

S16
The structure of bacteriorhodopsin to 1.9 A resolution: A molecular view of the purple membrane
H. Belrhali, P. Nollert, A. g o y a n t , J.P. g o s e n b u s c h , E.M. L a n d a u and E. Peba~y-Peyroula
Institute de Biologie Stiucturale Joseph Fourier, 41rue Jules Horowitz, 38027, Grenoble Cedex 1, France
Bacteriorhodopsin (bR) is a light-driven proton p u m p w h i c h converts the e n e r g y o f light into a
proton gradient. U p o n absorption o f a photon, the retinal covalently bound to Lys216 v/a a S c h i f f
base, isomerizes initiating a photocycle during w h i c h a proton is released f r o m the Schiff base into
the extracellular m e d i u m , followed by reprotonation f r o m the cytoplasm. The ground state
structure o f bR at 1.9 ~ resolution was solved from crystals g r o w n in lipidic cubic phases. It
reveals 8 well ordered water molecules in the extracellular half o f the protein which f o r m a
continuous h y d r o g e n that could be involved in proton translocation during the photocycle. Nine
lipid phytanyl moieties were modeled in the electron density maps. T h e structure o f protein, lipid
and water m o l e c u l e s in the crystals is the atomic structure o f the purple m e m b r a n e , the functional
entity in the bacteria.

S17
Insertion of Diphtheria toxin in membranes,
Anil K. Lala and Patrick R. D'Silva, Biomembrane Lab, Depamnent of Chemistry and Biotechnology.Center,
Indian Institute of Technology Bombay, Powai, Mumbai 400 076, India.
Diphtheria toxin (DT) consists of an A-chain (21 kDa) and B-chain (33 kDa). The A-chain corresponds to
the catalytic do,main(C) and the B-chain to the membrane-insertingdomain t'F) and receptor-bindingdomain (R).
The toxin binds to cell surface with the R-domain and undergoes receptor-mediated endocytosis.The low pH (~5.5)
inside the endosumes inducesa conformationalchange in the toxin leading to insertion of the toxin in the
membrane and subsequent translocation of the A-chain. The latter then inactivates protein synthesis ultimately
leading to cell deatl~ We have used a highly reactive hydrophobic photoactivable reagent, DAF to identify the
hydrophobic sites exposed in DT on lowering of pH. This reagent binds to hydrophobic sites in proteins and on
photolysis indiscriminately inserts into side chains ofneighboring residues.~Subsequent chemical and/or enzymatic
fragmentation followed by peptide sequencingallows for identification of the modified residues. Using this
approach it was observed that increase in labeling at low pH was more in the case of B-chain than A-chain. Further
we were able to identify two hydropbobic and buried helices TH8 and TH9 in the T-domain, which get exposed
only on lowering the pH to 5.2. Studies on membrane-inserteddiphtheria toxin indicated an increased labeling of
A-chain than B-chain. Based on fragmentationand sequencing of membrane-bound DT, it was possible to build a
model which indicated that while the T-domain triggers the initial binding to membrane, the C-domain strongly
associates with the membrane and transverses the membrane.
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C2 : Membranes :Ion-Channels, Pumps and Carriers

S18
NEURONAL VOLTAGE-GATED CALCIUM CHANNELS: SINGLE CHANNEL BIOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES
AND HEADACHES. Daniela Pietroboa,, Dept of Biomedical Sciences, Univ. of Padova, Italy.
Voltage-gated P/Q-type calcium channels mediate neurotransmitter release at many synapses in the mammalian
nervous system. Their localisation also in dendrites and cell bodies suggest additional postsynaptic roles. Mutations in
the human gene encoding ~lA, the pore-forming subunit of neuronal P/Q-type calcium channels, are linked to several
human diseases including familial hemiplegic migraine (FFIM), episodic ataxia type-2 (EA-2) and spinocerebellar
ataxia type 6 (SCA6). We introduced the four missense mutations linked to FIlM into human C~1A-2subunits and
investigated their functional consequences after expression in HEK293 cells. We show that all four mutations affect
both the biophysical properties and the density of functional human P/Q-type channels. Mutation R192Q in the $4
segment of domain I increased the density of functional channels and their open probability. Mutation T666M in the
pore loop of domain II decreased both the density of functional channels and their unitary conductance (from 20 pS to
11 pS). Mutations V714A and I1815L in the $6 segments of domains II and IV shifted the voltage range of activation
towards more negative voltages, increased both the open probability and the rate of recovery from inactivation, and
decreased the density of functional channels. Mutation V714A decreased the "single channel conductance to 16 pS.
Strikingly, the reduction in single channel conductance induced by mutations T666M and V714A was not observed
in some patches or periods of activity, suggesting that the abnormal channel may switch on and off, perhaps
depending on some unknown factor. Our data show that the FHM mutations can lead to both gain- and loss-offunction of human P/Q-type calcium channels.
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C3 : Membranes :Transmembrane Signalling and Transduction

$19
OrganeHes in calcium signalfing: a study with targeted recombinant probes.
Paolo Pinton, Paulo Ma~lhaes, An/m Chiesa, Marisa Brini, Tullio Pozzan and Rosario Rizzuto

Dept. Exp. Diagn. Med., Sect. Gen. Pathol., Via Borsari 46, 44100 Ferrara, Italy. Emait: ~ n i f e . i t
Targeted recombinant probes are emerging as new invaluable tools in the study of cell function. I will
discuss the use of two proteins of the jellyfish Aequorea victoria: aequorin and GFP. Aequorin, a pliotoprotein
that emits light upon Ca2+binding, has been the basis for the development of Ca2+probes localized exclusively to
organdies, or regions, of interest. This approach allowed to obtain novel, important information on calcium
homeostasis, e.g. the participation of mitochondriaI, the rapid equilibrium between cytosolic and nuclear
calcium~, the large rises under the plasma membrane of.stimulated cells3, the role of the ER and the Golgi
apparatus4. GFP is a fluorescent protein which in the jellyfish absorbs the blue light of aequorin and emits green
light. Given that its recombinant expression yields the fluorescent product, with no need of cofactors, GFP, and
its spectral mutants, are today widely employed in studies in vivo to investigate events as diverse as protein
sorting, ,gene expression or embryonic development. I will review our recent work, employing targeted GFP
mutants~ and high-resolution imaging systems6 to investigate signal Wausdaction events in vivo.
References I. Rizzuto et al. Science 280, 1763, I998; 2. Brini et al. EMBO J. 12, 4813, 1993; 3. Marsault et al.
EMBO J. 16, 1575, 1997; 4. Pinton et al. EMBO J. 18, 5298, 1999; 5. Rizzuto et al. Curr. Biol. 6, 188, 1996; 6.
Rizzuto et al., Trends Ceil Biol. 8, 292, 1998.

S20
DESIGN OF F U N C T I O N A L CHANNEL PROTEINS. M. M0ntal. Department of Biology,

university of California San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093-0366, USA.
Channel proteins, a special class of membrane proteins that mediate cell signaling, are pivotal
control elements of cellular homeostasis. Their dysfunction leads to disease processes and they
constitute a prime target for drug intervention. To investigate the sequence-structure determinism,
we set out to establish the occurrence of minimum units of structure with specific functional
attributes The novelty of the strategy resides in the notion of a discrete modular assembly based on
the premise that small, independently folded modules may be stable in the absence of the entire
channel protein and that structure determination of such isolated modules reconstituted in lipid
bilayers is feasible and realistic (Curr. Opin. Struct. Biol. 6:499-510 (1996). Channel properties
are characterized by single channel recording s from reconstituted lipid bilayers. Protein structure is
determined by multidimensional NMR spectroscopy in lipid micelles and by solid-state NMR in
oriented phospholipid bilayers. Structure-function relations are developed by the convergence of
structural information with the characterization of channel function. Progress achieved on the
design and structural characterization of channel proteins that imitate the inner bundle that lines the
pore of the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor and the NMDA receptor will be presented (Nature Struct.
Biol. 6 : 3 7 4 - 3 7 9 (1999). Supported by NIH GM-49711 and GM-56538.

$21
Circuitry, cellular and molecular basis of visual information processing in lower vertebrotes

Shu-Rong Wang, Institute of Biophysics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Belting 100101, China
The nucleus istlmai (NI) in lower vertebrates is a visual center, which receives input from the ipsflateral teetum.
It exerts both inhibitory and excitatory actions on tectal cells in l~ogs and lizards. The dual actions are shared
by the parvocellular (Ipc) and magnocellular (Ime) divisions of the avian NI. Following Ipe stimulation, most
tectal cells produce inhibition and about 20% of cells elicit excitation followed by inhibition. The inhibition is
mediated by GABA and GABAA receptors, whereas the excitation by acetyleholine and musearinie receptors.
The line-tectal pathways are mediated by a glutamatergie system with NMDA and non-NMDA ree~tors and
a eholinergie system via musearinie receptors. All feedback inputs converge on tectal cells. The receptive field
center and surround of tectal cells are differentially modulated by Ime and Ipe, respoctivoly. The center is
increased in responsiveness by ACh and eliminated by lidocaine injections into Ime, where~ the surround is
e~/panded in size by NMDA and eliminated by lidoeaine injections into Ipe.
The isthmo-optie nuelens (ION) in birds receives input from the ipsilateral toctum and projoets to the
eontralateral retina. Tectal afferents monosynaptieally excite ION cells, which may interact through gap
junctions and electrical fields. Blockade of ION by lidocaine shows the excitatory nature of the rvtinopotal
pathway. In view of a heterotopie organization, this system may underlie visual attention switching.
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D1 : Molecular Assemblies, Recognition and Metabolic Regulation
Structure of Macromolecular Assemblies

S22
Structure of Viral Connectors by Correlation of Electron and Scanning Probe Microscopies
Jos6 L. Carrascosa
Centro National de Biotecnologia, CSIC. Campus de la Universidad Autonoma de Madrid. Cantoblanco. 28049
Madrid, Spain.
Connectors are key elements in viral morphogenesis and they play a fundamental role in DNA translocation into viral
heads during nucleic acid packaging. Connectors studied from different systems are oligomeric assemblies from a
single polypeptide, that share a common general archite~ure, although there are not extended sequen~ homologies
among the different connector proteins.
The connector of bacteriophage ~29 can be indued to form two-dimensional crystals that have been subjected to
structural analysis by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) in buffered environment, and Cryo electron microscopy.
AFM revealed the surface corrugation and general morphology, together with detailed dimensions of the native
connector. These data were used in the connector three-dimensional reconstruction protocol carried out by .cryo
electron microscopy. A collection of 50 projection images were obtained from tilted frozen crystals, covering the
range between 0 and 45 degrees, and combined using Fourier methods. The three-dimensional map obtained at 1 nm
resolution, offers for the first time a detailed view of the different structural domains of the connector, including the
12 units that build a wide ring that connects with a narrower 12-folded domain on top. Along the axis of the particle
there is an open channel that presents a complex morphology.

S23
ROLE

OF

C-TERMINI

OF

TUBULIN

IN

SELF ASSEMBLY

AND

AGGREGATION

B.BHATTACHARYYA, DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY, BOSE INSTITUTE, CALCUTTA-54, INDIA
Tubulin is one of the cytoskeleton proteins containing two non-identical
subunits ~
and ~
Carboxy-terminus of each subunit is rich in acidic
residues.
Proteolytic cleavage of C-termini with subtilisin makes tubulin
( ~ s ~s ) p r o n e t o s e l f a s s e m b l y a n d a g g r e g a t i o n .
Thus, ~ s ~ s
forms
microtubules in the presence of GTP at 37VC.These microtubules are highly
susceptible to cold (40 C) and depolymerize to U s ~ s again.
In the absence
of GTP, o ~ s ~ s undergoes irreversible aggregation at 37 0 C retaining its
colchicine binding activity.
These results indicate that the negativelycharged tails inhibit macromolecular assembly processes of tubulin.
We
also observed that tubulin can suppress the thermal and non-thermal
aggregation of m a n y proteins.
These functions and features of tubulin,
similar to molecular Chaperones, are also mediated through its C-termlni.
Thus, tubulin loses its unique "Chaperone-like" activity upon the removal
of C-termini with subtilisin.
.
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D2 : Molecular Assemblies, Recognition and Metabolic Regulaion
Biophysics of Immune Systems

S24
Structural Basis of T Cell Recognition of Classical and Non-Classical MHC
lan A. Wilson. The Scripps Research Institute, 10550 North Torrey Pines Road, La JoUa, CA 92037
The 2C TCR has known self (H-2Kb) and allo (H-2Ld, H-2Kb~) ligands that make it a prime target for structural
studies. The crystal structure of a complex between the 2C TCR and MHC class I molecule H-2Kb bound to a
nonamer peptide (pMHC) shows how the TCR orients with respect to the pMHC. ] The TCR itself must have some
structural plasticity in order to bind self peptides in the thymus and foreign peptides in the periphery. Complex
structures with self and foreign peptides show how this can be accomplished with an extensive interface but a
relatively poor fit between TCR and the MHC. 2 The TCR shows induced fit with three CDRs changing substantially
on the interaction with the pMHC. The structural basis for the high alloreactivity of this TCR with p2Ca and QL9
peptides bound to H-2L d has also been determined. Murine CDldl is a member of a family of celt surface
glycoproteins that are distantly related to MHC molecules that are thought to be to present novel ligands to the
immune system. Like MHC class I presenting cells, CD1 presenting cells can elicit a cytolytic T cell-mediated
immune response. The x-ray structural analysis3 shows CDldlhas substantial similarity in overall fold to classical
MHC molecules. The binding site is narrower but deeper than for MHC class I and class H and its overwhelmingly
hydrophobic character is consistent with presentation of hydrophobic antigens, such as lipids, glycolipids or hydrophobic peptides. Further understanding of how glycosylated antigens can be recognized by the TCR is revealed by
the structure of H-2Kb with a glycopeptide.4 An u 8 T cell ligand, T22, has also recently been determined.

S25
Immune responses, antigenic structures and molecular mimicry
Dinak~ar I~. Salunke
National Institute of Immunology, New Delhi, lna~a
Molecular mimicry plays a crucial role in the normal and pathologic functioning of biological
systems that are responsible for the recognition and des~mination of self from non-self molecules. The
functional mimicry involving unrelated molecules is a consequence of certain invariant structural
properties associated with molecular recognition. Many times it occurs by design and is used as an
effective control during various regulatory mechanisms. However, sometimes the accidental structural
resemblances lead to functional aberrations. The st~ctural homologies observed in unrelated proteins
provide another example of molec-lar mimicry which may not have significance in terms of their normal
functions. We have analysed the structural basis and functional consequences of molecular mimicry in
many instances. Molecular mimicry occurring in diverse physiological conditions was also analysed in
terms of antibody responses. Analysis of the antibody responses against chemically dissimilar molecular
mimics reveals immunological consequences of their relationship. The disparity in the extent of structural
mimicry and its recognition in terffts of antibody responses has been explained in terms of regulated
immunodominallce of the antigenic surface.
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S26
Animal lectins that mediate cellular recognition events
Kurt Drickamer, Glycobiology Institute, Department of Biochemistry, University of Oxford, South
Parks Road, Oxford OX1 3QU UK
Many biological roles of complex carbohydrates are mediated through recognition by specific
receptors known C-type (calcium-dependent) animal lectins. For example, serum mannose-binding
protein mediates an innate immune response to pathogens. Structural analysis of rat serum
mannose-binding protein reveals that multiple carbohydrate-recognition domains (CRDs) in the
protein oligomer are arranged in order to maximise their ability to interact with surface
oligosaccharides of potential pathogens while avoiding interference from host oligosaccharides.
Different sugar-binding characteristics of proteins containing homologous CRDs result from a few
key changes in amino acids near the binding site. The structural basis for binding of galactose and
N-acetylgalactosamine to the asialoglycoprotein receptor and for binding of sialyI-Lewis x and
related oligosaccharides to the CRDs of the selectin cell adhesion molecules have also been studied
by creating chimeras wlth mannose-binding protein. Examination of the sequences of C-typelectin-like domains (CTLDs) that are found in an increasing variety of proteins suggests that many
are likely to bind non-carbohydrate ligands. For example, of the roughly 200 CTLDs identified in
the C. elegans genome, fewer than 10 are predicted to have sugar-binding activity.

S27
THEORETICAL APPROACHES TO PROTEIN/CARBOHYDRATE AND
CARBOHYDRATE/CARBOHYDRATE INTERACTIONS AT THE CELL SURFACE

Anne Imberty
Centre de Recherches sur les Macromol~cules V~g~tales-CNRS, BP 53, 38041 Grenoble codex 9, France
Oligosaccharides are fundamentally involved in important biological phenomena such as cell-cell adhesion, cell
growth, inflammatory processes, fertilization, bacterial infection ..... In all of these phenomena, the function of the
carbohydrate is mediated through its recognition by a protein receptor. It has also been proposed that specific
carbohydrate-carbohydrate interaction can occur between cells. We use a combination of molecular modeling, high
resolution nmr and crystallography approaches to determine the 'biologically active' conformation of
oligosaccharides. Appropriate energy parameters and conformational search methods have been developed "for
taking into account the stereo-electronic effect specific to carbohydrates and flexibility. This will be illustrated on
the example of histo-blood group oligosaccharides responsible for the ABH(O) and Eewis antigens. If some of these
tri- or tetrasaccharides are rigid, some other ones can adopt several very different conformations. The conformation
in the protein binding site has been established for blood group O when bound to Ulex europaeus isolectin I and for
the blood group A trisaccharide when bound to the Dolichos biflorus lectin.

S211
FOLDING AND BINDING IN LEGUME LECTINS
A. Surolia, Molecular Biophysics Unit, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore 12, India.
Despite a very high degree of sequence homology and subunit structure, legume lectins differ considerably in
their saccharide specificity and modes of quaternary association. We have begun exploring the molecular basis
of recognition by legume lectins by rational protein engineering of recombinant PNA. Two Leu mutants,
L212N and L212A, address the basis for the specificity of PNA towards T-antigen, L212N being highly specific
towards T-antigen at the expense of LacNAc. On the other hand mutants, EI29D and EI29A examine the role
of Ghi129 in its specificity towards the C2 position of Gal. While wild type PNA is specific towards Gal to the
exclusion of GalNAc, the EI29D mutant shows significant binding towards GalNAc. Legume lectins also
display a wide variety of quaternary structures, from the canonically associated con A, to the "hand shake"
association of ECorL and WBAI and the "open quaternary" association of PNA. Quite unusually, the lectins
also exhibit correspondingly different unfolding properties. Con A, pea lectin exhibit a highly cooperative
unfolding behaviour with a larger unfolding heat capacity, while ECorL, WBA I and WBA II unfolding is less
cooperative. PNA exhibits an unfolding pattern consisting of a functional monomeric intermediate species
indicating that oligomerization tends to impart lectins stability and topology essential for their biological
activity. These different unfolding behaviour reflect divergent modes of quaternary structures in them.
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S29
Structural basis for control and substrate recognition in protein kinases

Louise N. Johnson, Laboratory of Molecular Biophysics, University of Oxford, Oxford OX1
3QU, OK
Regulation of many eukaryotic intracellular responses is achieved through protein
phosphorylation. The recent genome sequence of the first multicellular organism showed 410
protein-kinase-domain family members, the second most abundant family. To date the number
of independent structures of protein kinases is approaching 20. As anticipated from sequence
similarities, all protein kinases shogr similar folds for the catalytic domain and similar
constellation of groups that promote catalysis. In order to function as selective and highly
regulated enzymes, protein kinases exhibit differences in substrate specificity and in their
control mechanisms that utilise pho~sphorylation, additional domains and additional subunits.
The lecture will review the current status of structural studies on protein kinases and summarise
recent work on substrate recognition with phosphorylase kinase and regulation with CDK2.

S30
Metabolic regulatory pathways of angiogenesis: In vivo analysis by MRI
Michal Neeman, Department of Biological Regulation, The Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot
76100, Israel
Angiogenesis, the sprouting and elongation of capillaries from existing vessels is an essential
physiological adaptation process for matching vascular supply to the tissue demands. Angiogenesis
can be found during embryonic implantation and development, during organ growth and in the female
reproductive cycle as well as in pathological processes including the growth of solid tumors. In many
of these examples, angiogenesis was shown to be regulated by vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF) which is induced by hypoxia and hypoglycemia. We applied MRI for following angiogenesis
induced by solid tumors. Intrinsic contrast provided by deoxy-hemoglobin was used for mapping the
temporal changes in blood volume. Vascular functionality and vascular maturation, namely
recruitment of pericytes and smooth muscle cells were followed by the change in MRI signal in
response to hyperoxia and hypercapnia. Our results substatiate the central role of the hypoxia feed
back system in regulating angiogenesis in vivo. Moreover, we were able to demonstrate by MRI the
role of VEGF in survival of immature blood vessels, and vessel stabilization through maturation.
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$31
Structural Studies on Bacterial Photosynthetic Units
S.M. Prince !, K. MeLuskeyI, R.J. Cogdell2, K. McAuley2 and N.W. Isaacs z, 1Department of Chemistry and
2Institute of Biological and Life Sciences, University of Glasgow, Glasgow G12 8QQ, UK.
Photosynthesis is a process that is essential for life. All common energy sources derive from solar energy
after conversion by plants into an utilisable form (oil, gas, and coal). If sunlight could be harnessed directly, it
would provide a clean energy source, locally available with optimal environmental characteristics. Solar panels are
of limited use because of the large area required to provide sufficient energy. However there are certain bacteria
that use photosynthesis as a source of energy and have evolved highly efficient systems to capture the small
amounts of light available to them. These photosynthetic bacteria have, embedded in their cell membranes, a
collection of protein and pigment molecules that harvest energy from light. This energy is passed, with very high
efficiency, to another complex of proteins and pigments (the reaction centre) where conversion to chemical energy
takes place. Work in Glasgow, in collaboration with Prof. N. Hunter and Dr. M. Jones in Sheffield, is aimed at
understanding how the proteins modulate the light absorption characteristics and the function of light-harvesting
and reaction centre complexes. The structures of light-harvesting complexes with different light absorption profiles
and of mutant reaction centres, designed to probe the influence of the protein structure on the mechanism of energy
conversion, have been determined. The results of these studies will be presented.

$32
TESTING MODELS FOR INTERPROTEIN ELECTRON TRANSFER: TEMPERATURE AND DRIVINGFORCE EFFECTS ON THE.KINETICS OF CYTOCHROME C2 OXIDATION BY PHOTOSYNTHETIC
REACTION CENTERS.
G. Ve~ituro ]il, F. ~ ,
J.C. Williams3, J.P. Allen3, X. Lin3 and P. Mathis4
IDipartimento ~ Biologia, Universita d~Bologna, 1-40126Bologna, Italy; 2Institutfltr Biologic II/Biochemie,
Universitdt Freiburg, D-79104 Freiburg, Germany, 3Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Arizona State
University, Tempe,Arizona 85287-1604, USA;4DBCM, Section de Bio~nerg~tique, CEA Saclay, F-91191 Gif-surYvette Cedex, France.
Much theoretical and experimental effort has been made in the last decade to relate the rate of electron tranffer (ET)
in proteins to ~
and thermodynamic features. In this context, photosynthetic bacterial reaction centers (RC)
provide a rich territory for testing ET theories. We have studied electron transfer between soluble cytochrome c2
and the photoxidized pdmaw electron donor P+ ofRhodobacter sphaeroides RCs by flash absorption spectroscopy.
The dependences of the rate upon the temperature (240K<T<300K) and the driving force have been examined using
a sea'ies of hydrogen bond mutants specifically designed to alter the redox potential of the P+/P couple in a wide
range (from 410 mV to 765 mV, compared to 505 mV in wild type). For the intracomplex reaction, global analysis
according to the Marcus equation yields a reortraniz~ti~onenergy X=(O.96x~O.07).eV.and a set of electronic
elements specific for each mutant, ranging from 1.2'10"~eV to 2.5"10 eV. Modeling m terms of the Jol'tuer oquaUon
sets an upper limit (-200 eln -1) for the frequency of the vibralional modes coupled to the reactio~

S33
The Transfer and Trapping of Excitation Energy in Plant Photosynthesis
R. van Grondell~
Faculty of Sciences, VU Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Excitation energy transfer and trapping in plant Photosystems I will be discussed in terms of its recently
discovered 3-D structure and our current knowledge of the spectroscopic properties. For Photosystem 1 of
cyanobacteria new results will be presented on the ultrafast spectral evolution of the spontaneous emission as
measured with an advanced streak camera system. The experimental results show fast spectral equilibration
components between "blue' and "red' pigments in Photosystem 1, trapping by P700 and a 'new' 10 ps component
that reflects trapping from a non-equilibrated excited state. The results will be discussed within the framework of
a model that assumes a competition between 'blue' to 'red' energy transfer and trapping of the excitation by P700
or one of its neighbours close by.
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S34

DYNAMICS OF PROTON PUMPING AND PROTON-DRIVEN ATP-SYNTHESIS
Wolfgang Junge
Universit~it Osnabdick, D-49069 OsnabriJck, Germany
Proton pumping in photosynthetic membranes is more complex than envisaged in the classical
electron/proton loops. The kinetic parameters of electrostatic and chemical proton release and
uptake are reviewed together with kinetic parameters of lateral proton transfer between the
pumps and the ATP synthase. This enzyme is made up of two rotary stepping motors which
are coupled on a central shaft. In the forward direction the first motor is twelve-stepped and
driven by proton flow, and the other one is three-stepped and, driven in the reverse, it
synthesizes ATP. Mechanisms of proton-driven torque generation and of the elastic coupling
between the 12- and the 3-stepped devices are outlined with emphasis on the kinetic
properties of this unique electro-mechano-chemical enzyme.
$35
Structural basis of proton transfer in cytochrome c oxiaase
T. Tsukihar~l, K. Shinzawa-Itoh#, R. Nakashima#, E. Yamashita, M. J. Fei*, N. Inoue*, T. Tomizaki*, C. Peters
Libeu# and S. Yoshikawa#, *Institute for Protein Research, Osaka University, Suita 565-0871, Japan, and # Himeji
Institute of Technology, Kamigohri, Akoh, Hyogo 687-1201, Japan.
Cytochrome c oxidase catalyzes reduction of 02 to water using protons extracted from the matrix side of the
inner mitochondrial membrane and electrons from cytochrome c, in a reaction that is coupled with proton pumping.
The crystal and molecular structures of fully oxidized, fully reduced, fully reduced CO-bound and fully oxidized
azide bound forms were determined at 2.3 A, 2.35 A, 2.8 A and 2.9 A, respectively, and cryogenic structure of the
full oxidized form was refined at 2.0 A resolution. An (Fo-Fc) difference Fourier map of the oxidized form
revealed a peroxide structure between Feo and Cua. No ligand was detected at the dioxygen reduction site of the
fully reduced form. The coordination of three histidine residues to CuB was essentially the same as that of the
fully oxidized form. Increase in accegsibility of Asp51 upon reduction was elucidated by structural Comparison
between the oxidized and the reduced forms. The increase in accessibility should be accompanied by decrease in
pK of the carboxyl group of AspS1. This residue was assigned as a proton-pumping site. Hydrogen bond net
works providing proton channels were identified by these X-ray structures including the cryogenic structure.
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S36
HOW DO ELECTROSTATIC POTENTIALS REGULATE THE MECHANOCHgMIC.~L PRUP~:K[III~
OF THE ACTOMYOSIN M O T O R SYSTEM
Patrick Chaussepied. UPR1086-CNRS, 1919 route de Mende, 34293 MontpeHier Cedex5, France
The actomyosin based motility process is generated by the cyclic interaction between actin and myosin through the
control o f ATP hydrolysis. The early steps o f the formation o f the acfin-myosin complex as well as o f the active
nndeotide-filled intennedhte states ,aili~ almost exclusively electrostatic interactions though to take place between
the electronegalive potentials eanied by the actin fihm,mt and two positively charged loops (called Ioot)2 and loop3)
pmtnaling fixma the surface of myosin motor domain We have used various isofonns and madee.himetic molecules
of myosin motor domain containing diffelent slxuctmcs of looi)2 and loop3 to study their c o ~
in the
meehannchenneal traasduetion process generated by the actomyosin system..Analysis o f the biochemical (blndln~
specificity and r
and the physicochemical (ATPase, moveme:lt velocities and force) propeRies o f the
diffemat proteins showed specific function for each loop. Loop2 is required for the formati,m of the initial
actomyosin.nucleotide complexes and both the mnnhe~ o f positive charges presem and the length ofleop2 have
dramatic effect on the stability and the activity o f the actomyosin complex. On the other ha.d the interaction
between myosin loop3 and actin is much less fundamental and could exclusively regulate the efficiency o f the
specialL~ sUiated muscle isofonns. These results demonstrate that the electrostatic imeractious c-~mot explain on
their own force generation but that they are rather used to modulate the activity o f the acmmyosin complexes in both
non muscle and muscle tissues.

S37
The mechanisms of self-assembly and polymorphic supercoHing of the bacterial flagellum

~amba

protonic NanoMachine Project, E R A T O ~ t i o n a l
Institute for Advanced Research,
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd. 3-4 Hikaridai, Seika 619-0237 Japan
Bacterial flagellum is a helical filament by means of which bacteria swim. Each filament is
rotated by th~ motor at its base at].d works as a screw that l~ro~ls ~ e cell. But, it is notfsimp~y
a rigid propeller. The filament is t ormea mrougn we,-regmatea seJI:assemmy p r~.ess o~ single
protein, flhgellin, and exhibits aynamic s w i p i n g ot its s.upercoil.ea iorm, whicn prays an
essential role in the tactic behavior of bacteria. The SUl~.r~ifing oz me mament is mouglat to.
involve two distinct subunit p.acking., and_its .mecl!_anism.is interesting in terms o~
contormational distinctness and ~ t a b n i t y ot ttagellin..we us ea etectron cryoinicroscqpy anq
X-ray fiber diffraction to solve the structure anO to unoerstano me moiecutar mechanisms ot
self-assembly, supercq.iling~ and its swi~tching. The structure revealecl tl}at ~ e terminal regions
of flage!!in form axially _a]igqed a-nelicat oun.m.es in a concentric aouote m o m ~ su'ucmre in
the core of the filament. The inner-tube part tOlcls up omy upon assemmy to regu.~,ate me seL~assembly, vrocess. The polymorphic superco.iling and its shd~hing appea~ to be achievecl oy.an,
axial s l i i ~ g switch of-the ~-helical.15undles "~ the outer tube over a iew angstroms, which
occurs at each of the 11 strana joints mat torm the tul~ular structure.

S38
Control of actin dynamics in cell motility
Marie-France Carlier*, Fariza Ressad*, Valerie Laurent*, Thomas Loisel*,
Coumaran Egile §247Philippe Sansonetti ++, Dominique Pantaloni*.
*LEBS, C.N.R.S. Gif-sur-Y vette, France, and §247 de Pathogenie microbienne moleculaire, lnstitut Pasteur, Paris, France.
Stimulation of eukaryotic cells by growth factors or chemoattractants activates a signaling cascade of reactions leading to actin
polymerization, which drives the extension of lamellipodia or filopodia, at rates of 1-201.tm/min.The growth of barbed ends beneath
plasma membrane is fed by the depolymerization from pointed ends at the rear of the lamellipodium, according to a treadmilling
mechanism. Key mechanistic issues are raised by this actin-based motility process: l) how are barbed ends generated in response to
signaling; 2) how is the intrinsically slow treadmilling of actin filaments increased to support the observed fast barbed end growth;
3) how is the actin assembly machinery attached to the membrane to elicit movement. Actin-based propulsion of Listeria or Shigella
in acellular extracts, provides a tool for the molecular and physical approach of movement. ADF/cofilins are phosphorylationregulated actin dynamizing factors which enhance the turnover of actin filaments, and increase the rate of Listeria movement, by
increasing the rate of depolymerization from the pointed ends. This results in an increase the rate of Listeria movement, by increasing
the rate of depolymerization from the pointed ends. This results in an increase in the steady-state concentration of ATP-G-actin,
which feeds barbed end growth. Profilin acts in synergy withADF to increase the turnover actin filaments over 100-fold. The Arp2/3 complex
multiplies growing filaments by barbed end branching. This effect of Arp2/3 is activated by N-WASP, a multipartner connector
protein that links the actin cytoskeleton to the signaling pathway. Binding of N-WASP to IcsA (VirG) expressed at the surface of
Shigella allows local activation of Arp2/3 and initiation of actin assembly at the surface of Shigella. The protein VASP binds to the
proteinActA at the surface of Listeria via its EVH 1 N-terminal domain and F-actin via its EVH2 C-teminal domain. VASP organizes
directional actin assembly and generation of propulsive force. VASP is not required for the movement of Shigella, and the attachment
of the actin tail to the bacterium in this case is provided byN-WASP itself.
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$39
Cross-Strand C-H...O and N-H...N Interactions in B-DNA Duplex Structure: Hydrogen Bonds or
Short Contacts?
Manju Bansa!, Molecular Biophysics Unit, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore 560012, India.
Analysis of available B-DNA type oligomeric crystal structures as well as protein bound DNA fragments
indicates that the exocyclic groups of bases located diagonally across the dinucleotide steps are often in
close contact. Such contacts between the amino group on one base and a keto oxygen on the other as in
major groove of AA steps have been considered as being cross-strand N-H...O hydrogen bonds. We now
find that a large number of dinueleotide steps have close amino-amino contacts in the major groove of
AT, CG and AG steps, raising the possibility ofN-H...N hydrogen bonds. In addition the electropositive
C2-FI2 group of adenine in AA.TT and GA.TC dinucleotide steps is often in close proximity of the
electronegative keto oxygens of both pyrimidine bases in the antiparallet strand of the duplex structure,
suggesting the possibility of intra-basepair as well as cross-strand C-H..O hydrogen bonds in the minor
groove. The C2-H2...O2 hydrogen bonds in the A.T basepairs could be a natural consequence of Watson,
Crick pairing, but the cross-strand interactions between the bases at the 3'-end of the AA.TT and GA.TC
steps obviously arise due to local sequence dependent geometry of these steps.
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S40
Electrostatic Jnteracdons in proteins.
E.W. Knapp and M.G. Ullmann
FU-Berlin, Dept. Biology, Chemistry, Pharmacy, Taknstr. 6 D-14195 Germany
Electrostatic interactions in proteins play a key role for different aspects of function. These are protein association,
electron and proton lr~n~er processes, and quite generailyreactions in enzyms. Such processes are influenced
critically by the charge and protonafion states of redox-active and titratable groups of the protein. Since a proteinwater(membrane)-system is a heterogeneous dielectric the Poisson-Boltzmann-equation must be solved to evaluate
the electrostatic energies. A theorelical framework is given, where charge and protonation patterns of a protein are
computed simultaneously. The electron tran~er (ET) steps from the q, ininr Qa to Qb in photosynthetic reaction
centers are considered. Qb re~ives two electrons and two protons before it leaves its pocket. Until recently it was
considered that first two electrons are Uan~erred to Qb before two protons can be taken up. Now one favors that
after the first El" a proton has to be taken up by Qb. This is corroborated by theory where the Qb2" state is
energetically very ,mfavorable. Furthermore it was computed that the first proton uptake at Qb is slightly uphill in
energy. This would explain why it was not possible to observe the neulral semiquinone QbH and why the second El"
was observed to be pH-dependent New results on the energetics of the ET from Qa to Qb in the fight and dark
adapted stmctmes of Rhodobacter sphaeriodes will also be discussed. Finally it is shown how one can include
efficiently different protein conformations in these computations of electrostatic energies.

S41
Mechanical and Dyffamical Models of Proteins Based on Molecular
Dynamics Simulations

A. Amadei 1, B.L. de Groot2, M. A. Ceruso 1, M.Paci 3, H.J.C.Berendsen 2, and A. l~i Nola 1
Department of Chemistry University of Rome "La Sapienza", P.le A. Moro 5, 00185, Rome, Italy
2 University of Groningen, The Netherland, 3 University of Rome "Tor Vergata", Rome, Italy
The dynamics of protein motions, derived from Molecular Dynamics simulations, provides the definition of
generalized conformational coordinates which can be used to describe the large concerted motions in a protein,
in terms of a few "essential" degrees of freedom. Comparison of the structural fluctuations obtained by local
harmonic approximations in different energy minima with the ones revealed by large scale Molecular Dynamics
simulations, show that a limited set of harmonic wells can approximate the configurational fluctuations of the
protein, although any single harmonic approximatiorrcannot properly describe the dynamics. The kinetics of the
main collective (essential) protein motions reveals a dual diffusion behavior in which a fast type of diffusion
switches to a much slower one in a typical time of 1-3 ps. From these results the large backbone conformational
fluctuations of a protein may be considered as "hopping" between multiple harmonic wells on a basically flat
free energy surface.
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S42
FORESST - A database of HMMs for detecting cryptic similarities with amino acid sequences of
known structure and/or function.
V. Di Francesco t, P. J. Munson 2 and J. Garnier 2
!Celera Genomics, Roekville, USA; 2National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, USA

A method for recognizing the three-dimensional fold of a protein from its amino acid sequence based on a combination of
hidden Markov models (HMMs) and secondary structure was recently developed. Compared to other fold recognition methods
based on HMMs, this approach is novel in that only secondary structure information is used. HMM is trained from known
secondary structure sequences of proteins having a similar fold and describes the consensus~secondary structure of those
proteins. To recognize the fold of a query protein, secondary structure prediction is performed for its amino acid sequence.
The predicted fold is the fold described by the model fitting the predicted sequence the best.
To'be useful, this approach requires the availability of as many HMMs as possible to exhaustively represent the known
proteins with similar structure and function. Here we introduce FORESST, a database of HMMs describing 'homologous
superfamilies' of protein structures that share a common, ancestor and are functionally related, as classified by the CATH
database. For protein folds that consist of multiple structural domains, HMMs are trained to represent both each single domain
and the multi-domain structure as well.
For the abundance of available fast and reliable secondary structure prediction algorithms and the limited requirement in CPU
time, FORESST is suitable for screening large genomic databases. The applications include making hypotheses about the
biological role of hypothetical gene products, and the determination of fold and functional similarity among ORFs when they
are not detectable from the amino acid sequence.

S43
STRUCTURAL GENOMICS AND PROTEIN FOLDS
SUNG-HOU KIM, Department of Chemistry and Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720, U. S. A.

Analysis of several genomic sequences indicates that no known functions can be
inferred to a significant fraction of the genes. Since the molecular (biochemical and
biophysical) function of a gene product is tightly coupled to its three-dimensional
structure, finding the structure or its folding pattern may provide important insight
into the molecular function of the gene product. That, in turn, may help in
understanding its cellular function (networks of many molecular functions) as well.
We have started testing the feasibility of constructing a comprehensive structural
representation of all or most of the protein folds ("Fold basis set") using the gene
products of a hyperthermophile. The results of the test will be presented for two
"hypothetical" proteins, where neither their functions nore the structures are known,
and two proteins, where their cellular functions are inferred but molecular functions
are not known.

$44
A New Strategy and Software System for the Design of Functional Signatures in Protein Sequences
Jean-Michel Claverie, Patricr Lopez and Chantal Abergel, Structural and Genetic InformationLaboratory,
CNRS U M R 1889,
url: http://igs-server,cnrs-nws, fr
Regular expression-based motifs, at the origin of the concept of functional signatures for proteins, are progressively beLng
supplanted by more sophisticated probabilistic methods, such as position weight matrices, Hidden Markov Models, and
Neural Networks. Here, we present a new strategy to turn multiple alignments into specific regular expressions. Our
approach is based on the computation and parallel display of various profiles computed both from the average value and
variabiliO~ of numerous amino acid properties. Relevant Positions can also be selected on the basis of their information
content relative to a given property. The information content provides a quantitative measure of the contrast between
residue variability and property invariance. In the automatic mode, a simple probabilistic framework is used to extract the
most informative positions. Once the position is selected on the basis of one (or several) of the many available criteria, a
regular expression is automatically generated from the multiple alignment using a simple qualitative role. Tentative
signatures are tested, with the companion database scanning the program LOOKFOR. As expected, from theoretical
arguments, our results with several protein families, confm'a that regular expression-based signatures, when built
according to our strategy, can be more sensitive than the probabilistic methods in detecting distant homologues. Our
approach is implemented on an interactive JAVA-based software system called REAL (for" Regular Expression Analysis
mad location").
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S45
THE PRESENT AND FUTURE ROLES OF SPECTROSCOPY IN MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS
Ian C. P. Smith
Institute for Biodiagnostics
National Research Council
Winnipeg, Canada
Magnetic Resonance Imaging, MRI, is now an established technique in medical diagnosis. Why has NMR,
or MRS as the physicians call it, not risen to a similar level of prominence? One reason is that it is difficult to
automate; a second is that the data are more difficult to interpret. We have spent the past seven years attempting to
overcome these problems. For cases where sufficient data exist, analysis may now be automated. Acquisition of
spectra still requires significant skill on the part of the operator. However, at this juncture it is clear that MRS has
much to offer. I shall describe clinical applications of IH, 13C,and 3~P MRS.
IH MRS of brain has now been certified forpayment in the USA. Automated tuning and matching
procedures have been developed. Studies by Dr. Brian Ross, Pasadena, have demonstrated the value of the method
for the diagnosis of brain disease. ~H MRS of the prostate gland appears to be an accurate discriminator of benign
from malignant disease. 13C IVIRSis valuable for studies of human liver, and for following metabolic pathways
in vivo. 31P MRS has been very helpful in studies of muscles, and brain tumours. The future looks very bright.

S46
R h e o - N M R : new insights regarding biological macromolecular fluids

Institute of Fundamental Sciences, Massey University, Pahnerston North, New Zealand
The term "Rheo-NMR" was first coined by Samulski and co-workers who n g a s u ~ NMR spectroscopic pammet:rs
for polymer melts under shesx in a cone-and-plate theometer. Soon after an entirely different approach to NMR
rheology was reported in which velocity profiles and local self-diffu~'on ~ n t s
were imaged for a ~mi-dilute
polymer solution exhibiting non-NewIonian flow in a capillary. As will be shown in this lecture, these two
approaches are highly complemeramy.
An overview of the NMR Microscopy method will be given, along with some examples of flow measurement ir
different geometries, including capillary flow, cylindrical Couette flow, cone and plate flow and both twin-jet and
four-roll-mill extensional flow. The work presented here will focus on studies of n~n-linoar viscosity in complex
fluids, including entangled polymer random coils, rigid rod polymer solutions, lyotropic liquid crystals, wormlike
rsu~factants ~ a ..rangeof food ~ . terials. These velocity imaging studies have proven effective in studying a range r163
nomena mcmmng apparent sttp, the "spurt effect', shear banding, fi'actum, yield stress phenomena and polymer
demixing.
In biological systems the method has proven useful in elucidating the role of i~mnolecuiar hydrogen bonding
effects, and examples from both polysaccharides and proteins will be given~
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S47
Tethered lipid bilayer membranes and their applications for sensing and screening technologies
Bruce Cornell
Cooperative Research Centre for Molecular Engineering, ! 26 Greville Street,
Chatswood, NSW 2067, Australia.
This lecture will present a novel biosensor technology based on an ion channel switch within a tethered bilayer
lipid membrane chemically anchored to a gold coated, glass, plastic or silicon substrate. The technique
provides a direct electrical output signal which is linearly related to the concentration of the detected ligand to
receptors attached to the ion channel. The sensor operates on the principle of the ligand binding switching the
flow of 105 ions per channel per second, resulting in an extremely low detection limit below 100 fM for
proteins such as TSH and Ferritin. Being electrical it is readily minaturised and adapted to microelectronic
arrays.

S48
THIN FILMS OF BIOMATERIALS: METHODS OF DEPOSITION,
CHARACTERIZATION
AND APPLICATIONS
Ratna S. Phadke
Dept. of Chem. S c i ~ u m b a i ,
India 400005
Films of biomaterials having desired architecture and molecular order are attaining increasing importance
on account of their potential utility in miniaturized devices. We have developed two independent methods
for depositing supramolecular assemblies on solid surfaces. The first method consists of formation of
monolayers of amphiphiles at the air-water interface followed by vertical descent and deposition of the
monolayers on a solid surface (Vertical Descent Method). Different confugeratious of troughs and
deposition techniques have been employed to get defect-free, two dimensionally ordered films of standard
molecules (e.g. stearic acid) and functionally important molecules ( co-en,ymes, enzymes, fluoropores).
These have been characterized using AFM. The second method describes Laser-Assisted Deposition (LAD)
of preformed mesoscopic organizates. Organizates of fluoropores, enzymes, proteins such as
bacteriorhodopsin have been prepared and subjected to LAD. Characterization techniques appropriate to a
particular system have been utilized for examining the properties. Potential applications of these films for
device fabrication will be discusse~
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$49
Towards Single-Molecule Physiology mmJer an Optical M k r o ~ o p e
Kazuhiko Kinosita, Jr.
Dept. Phys., Fac. Sci. Tcch., Keio University, Hiyoshi, Yokohama 223-8522, Japan; and CREST "Genetic
Programming" Team 13, Teikyo Biotechnology Research Center 3F, Nogawa, Kawasuki 216-0001, Japan
Optical microscopy now enables us to image in real time, and also to manipulate, single protein machines that are
'alive' and at work. Studying the behavior of individual molecules is crucial to finding the mechanisms of molecular
machines, because these machines operate stochastically and thus cannot be synchronized rigorously. Single
molecules often show apparent individualism, which also calls for individual detection. To study the individual
behaviors, we propose the complementary use of huge and small tags. A tags that is huge compared to the size of a
protein, e.g. a plastic bead, gives an intense optical signal that eiaables aanometer and millisecond precisions. A huge
tag also serves as a handle for manipulations. A small tag such as 9 single fluorophore, on the other hand, can be
attached at a desired site in a protein and gives us specific information, e.g., the spatial orientation of that particular
site. As examples, I will discuss the properties of Ft-ATPase, a rotary motor made of a single protein molecule. Using
huge and small tags, this protein machine has been shown to be a stepper motor that can work at near 100% efficiency.
I will also present an example of manipulation: we have been able to tie a knot in a molecular string of actin and also
in a single molecule of DNA. Tying allows precise control of the radius of curvature. Knotted DNA might serve as
a tool for pinching, fastening or drawing together microscopic objects, as in medical operations.

S50
Imm~,affmS the S h ~ u r e of Cu(l]O n d Mn(H) S ~ m MelaBopremkm by I~gh lqJdd ~
.Spem

y.

.

~ n

.

D. Goldfarb*, L Gromov*, C. Slutter, I. Pecht+, P. Manflmmbn ,R. Carmidi, T. Shine"
of Chemical Physics* and Immunology+, Weizmmm Institute of Sciezce, Rehovot 76100, Israel.
High field EPR and electron-nuclear double resonm~ (EHDOR) spcctrosccp~ offer ~
in the investigafim of the ~ - ] and electronic m m m e s of i m a n m p a i c metal s/tes in eezymm aml pro,__,m~
Tbese m m ixinmrily from the high scz~vity, ~
in the case of ~ n ~ .e s of l i m i ~ ~ ~
~ ~
r
the i m m ~ specUal seperation between nuclei with diffenmt gyromagn~c rmios aml the ~
of ~ m m ~ m ~ o u s b~oaden~g ~ n g from high onkr e ~ s m high son ~ .
The guwer of klgh r~kl
{W-band) pulsed EPR and ENIX)R with respect to high ~ systems will be dmr--./ajhaied oil the ~
site
in single crystals of concamvalin A which is coordin~t~ to a h i m i d ~ residue, three cadmxylme oxylgms and
two water molecules. The dmmoteuislics of the ENDOR spectrum of a S=5/2 system at high fields mad low
lempers__~ will be descn'bed and ]H. and :'I-I~
remlls of c~jslalsgrown in H20 and D ~ w i H be
prcsmted. The second system that will be discussed is the b/-rmdem" delocalized (S= 1/2) mppm" cram', Cu~
mediates electronWdnsfer in cytochrome c ox~la~ (COX) add ~rous oxide Rduct~ (N2QR~ "1~
effect of axial figmd nmtafions, Metl60Gin and Me/160Glu, on the ~ delocafiT"
" ~ in the Cu^ (xu~ in lbe
Tho,nus t ~ i l ~
(TtnCuA) ~
of ~ - ~ ~
~s, as dmnnined f r m pulsed ~
{w-lind)
and two-dimensioml pulsedEI~ (X~md), win be ~,~emed.
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S51
TEACHING STRUCTURAL MOLECULAR BIOLOGY ON THE INTERNET.
David S Moss, Clare E Sansom, Jeremy K Cockcrofi, Ian J Tickle and Huub C P Driessen,
Department of Crystallography, Birkbeck College, Malet St., London WCIE 7HX, UK.

The Department of Crystallography at Birkbeek College has been a pioneer in delivering formal courses
at advanced University level using the medium of the Internet. Our Advanced Certificate Courses in
Principles "of Protein Structure (PPS) and Protein Crystallography (PX) are accredited, one-year, parttime courses that lead to the award of an Advanced Certificate from London University. Principles of
Protein Structure has run as an accredited course every year since 1996, and over 150 students have
completed it. Many students on both courses work in industry. Others take one of our courses as part of
their graduate studies programme and some of these come from emerging economic areas. Course
material is distributed via the World Wide Web and is developed in-house but makes extensive use of
many excellent Internet resources for structural biology: pre-eminently, of course, the Protein Data
Bank. Interaction between students.and tutors takes place via email discussion lists and tutorials using
the "BioMOO" virtual reality conference system. In these tutorials, students can question their tutors
about any aspect of the course in "real time". Formal assessment consists of an examination, for which
students need to attend in person at one of a number of local centres, and project work.

$52
SCIENCE IN DEVELOPED AND DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, CAN WE CLOSE THE GAP?
J. Raul Grigera
Instituto de Ffsica de Lfquidos y Sitemas Biol6gicos 0FLYSlB), Univertity of La Plata and CONICET,
59-789, 1900 La Plata, Argentina, e-mail: grigera iflysibl.unlp.edu.ar
At present the gap between developed and undeveloped countries -that exceeds the scientific area- it is seemed
increasing every day. Can we take some action to at least stop the continuous widening of the gap and, if possible
decrease it? We propose a methodology that, hopefl]lly, willhelp in the process increasing the capability of less
developed regions to build up the scientific activity. The approach consist in establish a network of different
laboratories that can share facilities and expertise, thereby producing a synergetic effect in the overall production
and generation of human resources. The effect of the network will be most effective if the exchange can be
produced mainly within geographical regions and, only when resources are not available within that region will
contacts with other facilities be initiated. The use of electronic resources (lnternet) will be of capital importance to
make the network efficient at establishing contacts, showing the facilities and expertise of each location and
providing information on courses, discussion lists. The network is still at the starting step but, it is this approach
effective? Could we combine this with other actions to improve the capacity of developing countries? Some of this
question have to be answered in order to put our effort in the right directions.

S53
CHANGING ~

OF BIOPHYSICS & THE PEDAGOGICAL C O N U N D R U M
Ramen K. Poddar.
Un/vers/ty college of Science, ~
700O09, I p ~

From temmive explorations ofbiohnninescence, bioelemric~ or diffusion gradimts and osmotic pressmes
during the pest three hundred yeats, biophysics mm,,ed in the 20* cmmry. Spectacular m,:eess of
biophysical tools and lerJmiclues like X-ray diffraction, electron m i ~
isotopes and radiatkm sources,
qx~romctem, lasers. ~
and im~,~e ~
have ~
us to ex~ore bmic c o n c e ~ of
biology - be it heredity, homeost&sis, evolution, ecology or behavior - at the level of atoms, molecules and
q, a n ~ Biophysics m~d its most i n ~ a t e rclmion, ~
biology, arc now firmly esmblisl~ m corner
s~mes of modm~ biology. O u r ~
to ovcrmm~ the p m i ~ c a l conundrum in r
m ~
time-bo,
prognun of this m..d med
subject m the postgraduate level win be
discussed.
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S54
Biophysics will p r o s p e r in the 21 ~t century
Charles R. Cantor. CSO, Sequenom lnc San Diego CA USA and Sequenom GmbH, Hamburg Germany
It was Walter Gilbert who first pointed out that biology was about to go a paradigm shift. He argued persuasively that the massive
increase in available DNA sequence data would result in a decreased reliance on biological experimentation and an increased use of
database searches and computer simulations that would either replace experiments or act as a prelude to them.
As the 21 ~' century dawns, we will see complete genome sequences for humans and many other species. We are also likely to see a
complete enough survey of protein and nucleic acid structural motifs that computation will replace experiments in most macmmolecular
structure determination.The continuingincrease in computer power available almost for free to all biologists will drive a revolutionary
change in the way scientific research and all other aspects of science are carded out. For example, mapping of DNA sequence
polymorphisms in many species is already easier in silico than experimentally. High throughput analytical tools like automated mass
spectrometry or expression profiling using DNA chips require computation both for experimental design and for analysis of the
resulting deluge of data.
However the need for experiments will not end. In fact in one of the areas likely to be key for 21s' century biology, there is currently
an enormous experimental backlog. It is clearly a desirable goal to be able to make accurate simulations of the behavior of single
cells. Eventually these need to be scaled to predict the behavior of assemblies of cells, even whole organisms. To carry out such
simulations enormous numbers of in vitro reaction rate constants will have to be measured. It is not at all clear that rates measured in
vitro will be adequate. We need to develop the technology to permit such measurements.
The average biologist today is almost totally unfamiliar with the tools of modern mathematics. These tools underlie much of
computationally based biology. Without knowledge of these tools it is unlikely that innovative advances in the use of computers in
biology will be possible. Hence the biophysicist (and the biomedical engineer) seem poised to play a much more central role in major
biological advances as these become increasingly more dominated by computation.

S55
Bioinformatics in the 21st Century
Barry Robson+ and Jean Gamier*
*Unit6 de Bioinformatique, Biotechnologies, INRA, Jouy-en-Josas, France
+J.T. Watson Research Center, IBM, NY. USA
Through 2001 will see a breakdown of the artificial boundaries between the disciplines.
Many with biophysics training will turn to 'three dimensional molecular genetics'(3DMG). The area will involve studying protein variation in human individuals and
populations, variation of proteins in pathogens, and will provide extended data and
insight for protein engineering and development of new engineering processes and new
variants of organisms. In Health Care, there will be applications for both "fast response
molecular medicine" and "personalized molecular medicine". As input to such
calculations, one can expect a daily avalanche of data of several hundred sequences a day.
Therefore, one foresees researchers performing currently multiteraflop computation and
handling petabytes of data through fast transmitting devices from multiple resources, with
3D-MG involving high degrees of automation of protein modeling.

S56
Next century synchrotron X-radiation and neutron protein crystaUok~by in molecular biophysics
.

~

Department of Chemimy, University o f ~ ,

MI3 9PL, UK

The capabilities for crystal structure studies in molecular biophysics, are being transformed by better technique
and improving technology. Synchrotron X-radiation (SXR) capability is beginning to allow genome level of
numbers of protein structure determinations and has opened up time-ce~lved I,aue diffraction ~rucan~ studies.
Studies on the enzyme hydroxymethylbilane synthase, using MAD and Laue diffraction, will be described as
examples. Ultra-high resolution SXR protein cry~allosraphy and neutron Lime diffraction is better defining
hydrogen/deuterium positions and dynamics. As illustratien the ~ruOm~ of the lectin protein concanavalin A
(MW 25 kDa) studied at 0.9 A resolution by SR X-ray and of D20-concmmvalin A by neutron Laue diffraction
at 2.4 A resolution, and the X-ray structures of sugar complexes with concanavalin A will be compared.
Molecular dynamics trajectory calculations for this protein show how the structure and thermodynamics of ligand
binding can be linked. Proposed X-ray SR sources and pulsed neutron sources have machine life expectancies to
the middle of the next century. Extrapolation beyond includes a fully dedicated 'protein crystal genomics
synchrotron' and the 'XFEL' for sub-picosecond time--resolved biophysics experiments.
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S57
Protein Folding and Unfolding: Probing the Free Energy Landscape of a Protein
Sunney I. Cban and Ronald Rock, Institute of Chemistry, Academia Sinica, Taipei 11529, Taiwan, and Noyes
Laboratory 127-72, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125, U.S.A.

As we approach the next millennium, the prediction of the tertiary fold of a protein from its primary sequence
remains a significant intellectual challenges to the physical chemist. In addition, little is known about the
details of the approach of a protein from its denatured state to the native fold, particularly during the early
stages of folding of the protein, ha this lecture, we discuss the development of a new method that will enable us
to monitor the early events of protein folding starting from varying initial conditions. The approach is based on
the deployment of photolabile linkers that could be activated rapidly (1- 10 nanoseconds) by a short laser pulse
to initiate the folding process under physiological conditions, ha principle, this method can be used to explore
the region of the protein energy surface near the entropic barrier. Finally, it will be argued that the kinetics of
thermal unfolding of a l~tein from its native state can also be used to provide a glimpse of the free-energy
landscape of the t~tein near the transition state.
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